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ONNECT F O U R

the instruction to multifunctionality and connection

need for action

new links conncect the historic center and the Mulde

transformation of the existing plattenbau enables multifunctionality

playing field, optimised and developed urban spaces ensure quality of life

new concept of mobility as a first move achieves more quality of stay

OBJECTIVE
The goal of the game is to recreate a connection between the
western inner city and the Muldeparadies by transforming   the
Plattenbau and releasing impulses on currently blank open
spaces. An existing monofunctionality should be dissolved to
establish Zwickau as a diverse city.

monofunctional

multifunctional

PLAYING FIELD
An analysis of the eastern inner city has revealed the core
areas where action is required .
The playing fields of these areas have already been partially
covered by transformation of the Plattenbau, new links between
the old town and the Muldeparadies and the development of
the urban spaces.
Thus, through these four elements compiling the CONNECT
FOUR, the city can be built a new.
As a first step, a new concept of mobility is proposed, that
is primarily characterized by the inclusion of e-mobility. The old
picture of Zwickau as the Automobilstadt will not be completely
oversubscribed but evolved in a more sustainable way.
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WORK IN EXISTENCE
EVERYBODY GET INVOLVED
MULTIFUNCTIONALS ONLY
OPEN-ENDED PROCESS

IMPULSES &
CITY BRICKS
The strategy of the game consists of the four impulses: living,
productive, social and educational which are designed to be
used for mixing usage in the inner city.
Instruments thereby consist of the four city bricks
transformation, pop-up, townhouse and hall that are stationed
at the fields of the game board.
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PLATTENBAU

The massive and anonymous Plattenbauten will
be designed more public due to transformation.
Semi-public filter levels function as a
communicative space and produce a smooth
transition from public to private zones. Therefore
the ground floor is an important aspect. At least
three out of four possible impulses will be used in
the transformation.

2

POP-UP PLATTE

The so-called pop-up constitute the tiniest
variation of the city component. Due to initiative
of interested and active citizens, community
groups and city itself, temporary points of
attraction and interaction arise with various uses.
In case a pop-up turns out successful or popular,
the option of permanent use exists. Out of four
possible impulses at least/maximum two should
be used in there. A pop-up component is the only
component that can be used both on the fields of
action and the urban spaces.

3

TOWNHOUSE

The selection of various housing types for different
resident groups, which arise out of the basic type
of townhouse, immensely increases a variety
of housing options in the eastern inner city. The
living space that is omitted by the dismantling of
the Plattenbau, will be primarily replaced by the
new townhouses. Communicative spaces are
connected to semi-public filter levels. Though at
least three out of four possible impulses should
also be used for the townhouses.

4

HALL

The hall represents the biggest building component
of the four components. Permanent and public
venues with different impulse focus areas will be
created in the hall. Out of four possible impulses,
all of them should be used there consequently.
The hall is only suitable for certain development
fields because of the high space requirements.
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PROCESS OF MIXTURE
An equal weighting of the four impulses – living, educational, social and productive – should establish
Zwickau as a more diverse city with a larger number of varying rooms, applications and resident
groups. These fields should overlap instead of being seen separately in the future.
By setting the four impulses inside a hybrid modular system of city bricks, emerges not only an
architectural diversity of forms but also types of urban spaces. These urban spaces contain “green”
areas, such as traditional house gardens, roof terraces, gardens or backyards, as well as “grey” areas
like big city squares and more private street formats. The rate of public reaches from public over semipublic to completely private. Additionally the urban spaces adapt to the slogan “Zwickau- Tor zum
Erzgebirge” by setting little landshapings, which adapt their surface materiality to their surroundings.
They trek frome the Muldeparadies to the inner city and insinuate the altitudes of the Erzgebirge.
The productive impulse has the intention to establish traditional and mental productivity in the city. New
production processes and digitisation give the opportunity of turning away from the usage separation.
Beside to traditional and commercial businesses, there will be offered the cooperative and common
usable rooms.
The educational impulse includes an extension of the Westsächsischen Hochschule’s current location
over the eastern inner city. The Hochschule should become more attractive to more students due to
the additional shift of actual outer locations to the inner city. Moreover, the little learning and teaching
rooms will be integrated into concepts of other multifunctional buildings.
The existing flats should be modernized through the living impulses. Moreover, a creation of the new
living spaces should diversify the housing market attracting thus the new resident groups.
Neither the starting point of the game nor the exact process are prescribed. A completed result does
simply not exist. The flexible system allows an endless process in which everything will be created
when and where it is necessary.

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

T O B E CONT I NUE D...
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big undefined areas give occasion for action

areas in human scale lead to common closeness

In the course of transformation, the segments of
Plattenbau will be dismantled.
Single horizontal plates with measurements of
6x2,4m and 6x3,6m from the existing buildings will
be combined with a new constructional framework
and glass elements. These will build the basic
framework for a new adaptable and needs-based
modular system. A variety of evolving new city
components demonstrates an unexceptional mix of
usage. Subsequently new types of urban spaces will
emerge. Additionally, semi-public accessibility will
be usable for social interactions, as well.
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5 storey

A filter levels on the ground floor is part of every
5-storey. The development is focused on two
stairs on both sides of the semi-public level.
The ground floor will be rebuilt to accommodate
businesses. The roof surface will be transcoded
as “productive”. A roof garden generates a new
possibility to stay.

keep

gastronomy house
Within the gastronomy house the owner made his
hobby his profession. The roof terrace generates
fresh and seasonal vegetables. Working and living
consolidated lead to a sustainable development
of the business. The filter level separates public
and private zones but still gives the opportunity
for visual orientations between the different uses.
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add

POP-UP PLATTE
5 Geschosser
8 storey

8 storey

A monofunctional residential tower will be
transformed into a city campus for the faculty of
applied arts of the WHZ Schneeberg. Working
and seminar rooms will be complemented by
presentation and rehearsal rooms on the ground
floor. In the rearward part of the building a student
residence for long and short stays will be located.
A public part of the tower’s roof will feature a
terrace as a meeting and communication place for
students, professors and guest lecturers.

5 Geschosser
11 storey

11 storey

By dismantling the Plattenbau some terraces will
be designed semi-public. These are helpful for
communication and development.
The new terraces are connected with common
rooms, such as a laundry room and rentable
guest rooms. The floor plans will be modernised
and matched with present needs.

5 Geschosser
dance

urban gardening

The urban gardening plate is an expression of the
initiative “essbare Stadt” as a desire to have own
equipment and communication room inside the
city. In the common kitchen on the upper floor,
cultivated products can be cooked immediately.
A beekeeping on the ground floor provides bees
and their fresh honey to the city.

5 Geschosser
art gallery

front cinema

The cinema facade conducts as a test for a program oriented showings. Student short movies
will be shown in summer along with popular classics. A bar on the ground floor ensures the right
mood. Participation in urban life will be stimulated. In a case of a constant number of visitors,
there is a possibility of permanent usage, for instance, in the townhouses.

5 Geschosser
sauna

open graffiti

To offer the youth a room for free development,
some panels will be set up. These can be played
and designed freely. One of the modules will be
covered and used as a public bar.

HALL

TOWNHOUSE
5 Geschosser
media house
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TOOLS OF MIXTURE

5 Geschosser
hostel

cluster house

The cluster house connects various generations
consolidated. All of the apartments (21-64sqm)
have a bathroom and a kitchenette. These are
complemented by a big kitchen and a laundry
room, which are connected to a big shared
terrace. The terrace for communication is located
on a roof of a sheltered workshop at the ground
floor.

5 Geschosser
medical center

school house

The school building unites public and privacy,
which is unusual for the school system. A filter
level, in this case, is a schoolyard on a roof of
the public canteen. Students and parents can
have their lunch together over there before they
continue the rest of their day separately.
The classrooms and a library are located on the
upper floors. A school garden arises on the roof
of a building.

5 Geschosser
fun hall

market hall

A big hall offers a designated trading space for
local producers and restaurateurs to encourage a
productivity of the small regional farmers.
The enclosing rooms are reserved for
professionals. A roof of the hall conduces to
urban farming, where chickens and vegetables
are kept and cultivated creating an ideal platform
for trading. Four farmhouses offer a living space
for rural life in the city.

5 Geschosser
tropical hall

co-working hall

The co-working hall is a platform for creative
minds, professional artisans, committed citizens
or just anyone who likes to work with their hands.
The rentable machines and work tables will be
provided for creative development. Workshops
such as “How to build a pop-up plate?” will also
be offered. The roof of the hall is a place of retreat
and inspiration for everyone. Eight artist lofts will
be provided there for a duration of up to one year.

5 Geschosser
museum hall

e-mobility hall

A transit area at the ground floor offers space
to change from conventional mobility to electric
mobility. There will be located parking lots for
e-busses and rentable e-bikes. An automatic
underground parking inside of the two basements
offers space for at least 300 cars. On the top of
a hall the new e-mobility research centre will be
located. Specialised factories are completed by
workshops for everyone, an education centre and
exhibition spaces.

